Wonderful Holidays for the Hard of Hearing
At Mountain Whispers – The “MW” Collection, you can enjoy privacy and comfort in a luxurious location, in the World
Heritage-listed Blue Mountains. We believe these things should be enjoyed by every single one of our guests, which is
why we pride ourselves on going to every length to accommodate all your individual needs.
An achievement to be Proud of
Every stay at Mountain Whispers is personalised to suit the requirements of each guest. That’s why a leading hearing aid
company recently contacted us, asking to feature us in a blog article for them about the best holiday experiences for
people with hearing loss. We were delighted that our efforts were recognised in this way by Connect Hearing.
Here are some of the reasons why a stay at Mountain Whispers makes the ideal break for anyone – without hearing loss
being an issue.
Beautiful Accommodation
Our four beautifully restored historical properties, located in Katoomba and Leura, allow you to relax in privacy within
stunning surroundings. At Mountain Whispers, every stay is bespoke and catered to your requirements. We listen to your
individual needs and cater an experience accordingly.
All television sets and cable TV services within the “MW” Collection have closed captions enabled.
An inclusive destination
Everyone who visits the Blue Mountains naturally wants to explore the area, but at Mountain Whispers we want to make
sure that everyone who does so can enjoy the experience to the full. That’s why we will put you in contact with service
providers who can accommodate the needs of those with hearing loss, such as those who are equipped with hearing
induction loops. There are a number of these in the area, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blue Mountains Visitor Information Centres
Scenic World including Scenic Railway
City Rail Katoomba & Leura
Explorer Buses
Cinemas within the Blue Mountains
The Cultural Centre, Katoomba

The visitor centre at Echo Point Blue Mountains will go to every length to accommodate visitors with hearing loss – they
have hearing induction loops and make sure every visitor has an amazing experience.
All that’s left to do is relax
Enjoy the privacy and supreme comfort at one of our “MW” Collection properties – take breakfast in the warmth of the
Blue Mountains sun, soak in a sumptuous spa or relax in front of a gas log fire. One of our luxury retreat awaits you
today.
Escape to yesteryear and allow Mountain Whispers to provide you with a place where memories are made!
Please get in touch for more information about Mountain Whispers – we hope to welcome you as our guest. For more
travel inspiration read Connect Hearing’s article: 'Ideas for Travelling with Hearing Loss'

